Implicit LS-DYNA Training Class

2 Class Locations or customer site:

**Livermore Software Technology Corporation**
7374 Las Positas Road
Livermore, CA 94551

**Livermore Software Technology Corporation**
1740 West Big Beaver Road
Troy, Michigan 48084

A short course taught by
Dr. Ala (Al) Tabiei. Please contact Al for more detail course description.
atabiei@aol.com, 513-3319139

**Objective of the course:** Learn how to run LSDYNA Implicit for linear and nonlinear static and dynamic analysis. Detailed descriptions are given of the data required to run implicit analysis. Examples are used to illustrate the points made in the lectures.

**Who should attend:** This course is recommended for engineers who want to use LSDYNA Implicit to perform linear and nonlinear static and dynamic simulations. The course is useful for engineers who want to use LS-DYNA/Explicit to perform quasi-static analysis. It is also useful for people with LS-DYNA and NIKE3D and other implicit codes experience who want to use the keyword format for Implicit problems. This course is useful for engineers and researchers who are working in the area of deformation and strength of isotropic and most common materials, metal forming, as well as those who are working on biomechanics problems.

**COURSE CONTENTS**

- Finite Element Modeling. Do you need Implicit or Explicit Analysis
- Current LSDYNA Implicit Capability (material models, elements, contacts, etc.)
- Introduction to Nonlinear Continuum Mechanics
- The Nonlinear Finite Element Static and Dynamic Equations
  - Geometric Nonlinearity
  - Material Nonlinearity
  - Contact Nonlinearity
- Nonlinear solution strategies
- Introduction to Inelasticity and Plasticity
- Fundamental Modeling Techniques and Input Syntax
- Linear and Nonlinear Static Analysis
- Linear and Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis
- Stress Initialization Implicit/Explicit
- Contact Problems and Implicit Formulation
- Stability Problems and Non-convergence
- Implicit Formulation and Some Common Material Models (Plasticity, Rubber, etc.)
- Understanding and Resolving Divergence Problems
- Stress Initialization Implicit/Explicit, Explicit/Implicit, and multi-steps simulations
- The difference between explicit and implicit simulations (comparison between explicit and implicit will be performed using two examples).
- Ways to battle non-convergence
- Quasi-static analysis using explicit and implicit LS-DYNA
- How to tell if your FE results are correct

There will be several examples, which are designed to understand and reinforce the lectures and the concepts presented. The course will provide users with experience of running and trouble-shooting an actual LSDYNA Implicit analysis.